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V.-FROM FRANKLIN TO LOWELL. 

A CENTURY OF NEW ENGLAND PRONUNCIATION. 

So hwen sum end;el, bei divein komsend, 
wiS ruiziu tempests fJks e gilti Ilend 
(settf sez ov let or p~l Britsenys psest), 
kselm send sirin hi dreivz 6i fyirius blest; 
send, plizd 6 olmmitiz orderz tu prrform, 
ruidz in ';i hwerlwind send duirekts ;i storm. 

So yi py-lr limpid strim, hwen fQul wi; st~nz 
ov rufig torents tend disendiD r~nz, 
wurks itself klir, send sez it renz, riftinz; 
til, bei digriz, Zi floti9 mirer^finz, 
riflekts tf fiQur tset on its border groz, 
send e nft hevn in its f~r buzum foz. 

This passage from Addison, reproduced, in a slightly modi- 
fied version of the American Dialect Society's alphabet,l from 

1Phonetic spellings and all phonetic symbols (exceptf) will be printed, 
in this article, in Roman type. A dot and a hook under a vowel letter 
(as e, e) indicate respectively the close and the open sound. The only 
characters that require explanation are the following:- 

a: a in father i: ea in beat 
: u in hut : ng in sing 

A: French a in patte o: o in hot 
a: French d in pdte 6: New England o in whole 
se: a in hat 6: o in hole 
: Western a in fast o: German o in Sonne 

dg :j in jug o: German oh in Sohn 
' : th in this o: o in born 
e: e in bet u: oo in foot 
a: a in sofa u: oo in boot 
e: ai in bait f: sh in ship 
e: German ee in See tf: ch in chip 
e: French d in bete lp: th in thin 
e : u in hurt y: y in yet 
i: i in bit : si in vision. 
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C. H. GRANDGENT. 

a phonetic transcription by Benjamin Franklin himself, may 
be taken as a sample of Franklin's pronunciation. Angel was 
more commonly aendgel in the 18th century, and chamber, 
danger had the same vowel; Ond;el, tfembar, d6ndgar, accord- 
ing to Noah Webster, were less elegant. The use of ii before 
consonants as well as vowels is noteworthy, and may be due 
to carelessness. For tt = to, Franklin also said to. Buzam 
was perfectly good in his day. 

From Franklin to Lowell is almost exactly a century, 1790 
to 1891, if we reckon from the death of each. A longer 
period-1706 to 1819-separates their dates of birth. As to 
the qualifications of these men to represent New England, no 
one will question those of Lowell; but as Franklin went to 

Philadelphia in 1823, one may at first be inclined to doubt 
the purity of his Boston accent. He had, however, at least 
one trait that (according to Webster) was peculiar to the 
East-the pronunciation iiSar for irar = either; and he had, 
as far as we can tell, no characteristic that was foreign to his 

birthplace. It should be added that in his day Boston and 

Philadelphia were linguistically far closer together than they 
are now. The distinctive features of the present New Eng- 
land speech are the suppression of consonant r unless it 

precede a vowel, the use of a and o where other dialects have 

respectively me and o, and the shortening of 6 to 6: all these 

phenomena, except perhaps the last, have developed since 
Franklin's time. 

The purpose of this paper is to trace, as well as may be 
with the scanty material available, the history of the principal 
changes in Yankee pronunciation from the middle (roughly 
speaking) of the last century to the middle of our own, and 

even, in many cases, to the present day. The period of rapid 
transformation, from 1775 to 1825, will receive especial atten- 
tion. My treatise, though limited thus in scope, may be 

regarded as a continuation of the investigations of Vietor,' 
'Die Aussprache des Englischen nach den deutsch-englischen Grammatiken 

vor 1750, Marburg, 1886. 
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FROM FRANKLIN TO LOWELL. 

Bohnhardt,l Lowisch,2 Holthausen,3 and Luick,4 or as a small 

supplement to the monumental work of Ellis5 and the invalu- 
able compendium of Sweet.6 I need hardly say that it is 

very imperfect, as many sources of information must have 
escaped me; subsequent research may, therefore, invalidate 
some of my conclusions. 

Franklin's pronunciation is known to us through A Scheme 
of a New Alphabet and Reformed Mode of Spelling,7 which he 

prepared in 1768. His phonetic alphabet is ingenious and 

simple, although it calls for several new characters, and leaves 
at least one important sound unrecognized. The remarks on 
the vowels and consonants and their symbols are very brief; 
the chief value of the little work lies in a few texts, written 
in the proposed orthography, which represent the author's 

pronunciation. They were reprinted (from a very faulty 
edition) by Ellis in the fourth volume of his Early English 
Pronunciation. There is in Franklin's alphabet no letter for 
a, which is noted sometimes e, sometimes v; a, also unmen- 

tioned, probably did not exist in his language; e and s were in 
his speech distinguished only by quantity; 1, fi were monoph- 
thongs, and "long a," " long o" were respectively C and o. 

The Lowell who concerns us here is the Lowell of the 

Biglow Papers. The two series appeared in 1848 and 1867, 
and each contains some interesting remarks on pronunciation 
in the introduction. As the Papers are based on the poet's 
recollection of the rustic speech he heard during his boyhood, 
we may infer that they represent the country usage of eastern 
Massachusetts from 1825 to 1835. A sample of the Biglow 

" Zur Lautlehre der englischen Grammatiken des XVII. und XVIII. 
Jahrhunderts," in Phonetische Studien, II (1888), 64. 

2Zur englischen Aussprache von 1650-1750, Kassel, 1889. 
3Die englische Aussprache bis zum Jahre 1750 nach dinischen und schwedischen 

Zeugnissen, Goteborg, 1895. 
4 Untersuchungen zur englischen Lautgeschichte, Strassburg, 1896. 
50n Early English Pronunciation, London, 1869-89. 
6A History of English Sounds, Oxford, 1888. 
7 Works of Benjamin Franklin, edited by Jared Sparks, Boston, 1840, vi, 295. 
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pronunciation will be found at the end of this article. Many 
features of this dialect had certainly found a place, at that 
time, in the language of the well-educated. Holmes, in his 
Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, 1857, gives us a few hints 
concerning the Boston practice of the forties and fifties. 

Between these two extremes we find, published in Boston 
in 1789, a treatise of great importance for our subject, 
Noah Webster's Dissertations on the English Language, which, 
although it has been carefully examined by Ellis, in his Early 
English Pronunciation, iv, is not widely known. Another 

authority, of considerable interest but of less weight than 
the preceding, is an Essai Raisonng sur la Grammaire et la 
Prononciation Angloise, d I'usage des Francois qui desirent 

d'apprendre l'Anglois, par Duncan Mackintosh et ses deux 

filles, Boston, 1797. This work has, I believe, never before 
been utilized. Its value is somewhat impaired by the dogma- 
tism of the author, who advocates a very elaborate style of 

utterance, and has a tendency to describe what should be 
rather than what is. Moreover, his pronunciation is unmis- 

takably Scotch in some respects. 
In addition to the sources mentioned, we have at our dis- 

posal not only the dictionaries of Webster and Worcester, but 
a host of grammars, primers, and spelling-books published 
between 1777 and 1840. Not less surprising than the multi- 
tude of these text-books, and the great number of editions 
attained by many of them, is the variety of places of publi- 
cation: no hamlet in those days was too insignificant to 

support a printing-office and aid in the diffusion of learning. 
The best known works of this class are those of Noah 
Webster and Lindley Murray and the American (frequently 
more or less Americanized) editions of Perry and Walker. 

Authorities of this sort are, of course, to be used with 
caution. The orthoepist is by nature conservative, more given 
to. copying his predecessors than to recording actual usage. 
Occasionally, however, we come upon an author whose inde- 

pendence or ignorance enables or forces him to listen for 
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himself; and even in the more conventional treatises we 
sometimes find innovations, which can immediately be dis- 
cerned if we are well versed in the foregoing literature. 

The present study is based on an examination of some two 
hundred text-books, most of which are contained in the 

Library of Harvard University. Nearly all were printed in 
New England, but I have in some rare cases taken the 

testimony of a work published in a neighboring state. I 
have, moreover, consulted a score of German grammars 
written in America. As was to be expected, the great 
majority of these volumes yielded no results whatever. In 

fact, only twenty-two of them are worth quoting. I give 
below a chronological list of these and of the other authorities 
I have mentioned, with the abbreviations which I shall use 
in referring to them hereafter:- 

FRANKLIN.-Benjamin Franklin: A Scheme of a New Alphabet and Re- 
formed MIode of Spelling, 1768. Franklin was born in Boston in 1706. 

GR. INST.-Noah Webster: A Grammatical Institute of the English Language, 
Hartford, Conn., 1784 (3d ed.). Webster was born in Connecticut in 1758. 

PERRY.-W. Perry: The Only Sure Guide to the English Tongue,Worcester, 
Mass., 1785 (8th ed.). The work was originally written in Edinburgh in 
1777. Perry was "Lecturer in the English Language in the Academy, 
Edinburgh." 

ASH.-John Ash: Grammatical Institutes,Worcester, Mass., 1785 (new ed.). 
THoMAS.-Isaiah Thomas: New American Spelling-Book,Worcester, Mass., 

1785. 
Diss.-Noah Webster: Dissertations on the English Language, Boston, 

Mass., 1789. 
AM. SP. B.-Noah Webster: The American Spelling-Book, Boston, Mass., 

1794 (9th ed.). 
BINGHAM.-Caleb Bingham: The Young Lady's Accidence, Boston, Mass., 

1794 (8th ed.). 
FRAsER.-Donald Fraser: The Columbian Monitor, New York, 1794. 
DEARBORN.-Benjamin Dearborn: 'he Columbian Grammar, Boston, 

Mass., 1795. 
Y. L. G. SP. B.-The Young Ladies' and Gentlemen's Spelling-Book. Title- 

page lacking. Probably published in Boston, Mass., about 1795. 
MACKINTOSH.-Duncan Mackintosh (and Daughters): Essai Raisonne, 

etc., Boston, Mass., 1797. 
HALE.-E. Hale: A Spelling-Book, Northampton, Mass., 1799. 
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C. H. GRANDGENT. 

MURRAY.-Lindley Murray: English Grammar, Boston, Mass., 1802 (2d 
Boston ed.). Murray was born in Pennsylvania in 1745, went to England 
in 1784, and died there in 1826. 

COMPANION.-Caleb Bingham: The Child's Companion, Boston, Mass., 
1805 (llth ed.). 

WEBSTER.-Noah Webster: A Compendious Dictionary of the English 
Language, Hartford and New Haven, Conn., 1806. 

ALDEN.-Abner Alden: An Introduction to Spelling and Reading, Boston, 
Mass., 1813 (6th ed.). 

WARE.-Jonathan Ware: A New Introduction to the English Grammar, 
Windsor, Vt., 1814. This book has, for correction, texts spelled phoneti- 
cally according to the rural pronunciation. 

CUMMINGS.-J. A. Cummings: The Pronouncing Spelling-Book, Boston, 
Mass., 1822 (3d ed.). 

HAwEs.-Noyes P. Hawes: The United States Spelling-Book or English 
Orthoepist, Portland, Me., 1824. Based on Walker. 

KIRKHAM.-Samuel Kirkham: English Grammar, New York, 1830 
(20th ed.). 

CLARK.-Schuyler Clark: The American Linguist, Providence, R. I., 
1830. Clark has a curious system of phonetic notation, in which sounds 
are represented by dots, dashes, and curves. 

WORCESTER.-J. E. Worcester: A Comprehensive Pronouncing and Ex- 
planatory Dictionary of the English Language, Boston, Mass., 1830. 

FOLLEN.-C. Follen: A Practical Grammar of the German Language, 
Boston, Mass., 1831. 

FosDIcK.-David Fosdick: An Introduction to the German Language, 
Andover, Mass., 1838. 

WILLARD.-Samuel Willard: The General Class-Book, Greenfield, Mass., 
1840 (19th ed.). Willard was the author of the Franklin Primer and Reader. 
He was a much better observer than most of the authors enumerated. 

MONTEITH.-A. H. Monteith: A Course of Lessons in the German Language, 
New York, 1844. 

LowELL.-James Russell Lowell: The Biglow Papers, 1848 and 1867. 
Lowell was born in Cambridge, Mass., in 1819. 

HOLMEs.-Oliver Wendell Holmes: The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table, 
1857. Holmes was born in Cambridge, Mass., in 1809. 

If, now, we compare Franklin's pronunciation with that of 
the Biglow Papers, or with that of our own childhood, we 
are struck by several marked divergences; and there are 

many others that are not so apparent. These various differ- 
ences I shall now consider in detail, treating first the vowels, 
next the diphthongs, and then the consonants. 
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A. 

[a in father.] 

In England, from 1550 or 1600 down to about 1780, there 
was no long a, except perhaps in a few foreign words. The 
Middle English a had become ae. Sheridan, 1780, has no a in 
his vowel-scheme. In Nares' Elements of Orthoepy, London, 
1784, we find a vowel resembling our a before f, s, J, n + 
consonant, im, and even in trans- and -graph, but apparently 
not before r, as clerk and sergeant have ae. Walker, in 1791, 
is the first to report a return of the full a-sound: according 
to him, a was used universally before an r that was final or 
followed by a consonant; before spirants, usage was divided; 
before n + consonant, a was going out of use, and was 

regarded as inelegant. This would seem to indicate a very 
sudden incursion of a into London pronunciation between 
1780 and 1790; it may have existed a decade or so earlier in 

vulgar speech. But for many years after Walker a and se 

struggled for the supremacy. The Germanl grammars written 
in English in the early years of our century give as the 

equivalent of German a either English aw or something 
between aw and a in father. In our own time, before an r 
that is final or precedes a consonant, we find that a has pre- 
vailed everywhere, except in some rural dialects; before a 
voiceless spirant, and before n followed by a consonant, a has 

gained the upper hand in southern England, but not in 
the north. 

In America a was apparently slower in making its way. 
Franklin did not know it: he said fseear and haerdli; and 

Thomas, 1785, said som for psalm. Nowadays a is universal 
before r final or + consonant; moreover, in the greater part 
of New England, in about 150 words, for a (or au) before a 
voiceless spirant,1 a nasal + cons.,2 or an m = m,3 a is in 

'Laugh, pass, path, etc. 3Calm, salmon, etc. 

"Aunt, branch, can't, chance, etc. 
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common use, and prevails in about fifty of them. But west 
of the Connecticut River, as in almost all the rest of the 
United States, a is scarcely heard, except before r, in father, 
and occasionally before m =lnm. In words that have au 
followed by nch, nd, or nt,l a has had to contend both with ae 
and with a: in New England a prevails decidedly, se being 
almost unknown; all the rest of the country favors o, although 
a and oe may be heard in most regions. 

I have found but few traces of a in America in the 18th 
century. Perry, 1785, recommends what is probably se in 
bask, blanch, blast, brass, chant, glance, etc., and also in aunt, 
craunch, daunt, flaunt, haunch, jaunt, paunch, scraunch, 
although he admits o as well in haunch and paunch; part 
has se (possibly a). Webster, Diss., 1789, prefers se in aunt, 
jaunt, sauce, although the English use a. Fraser, 1794, has 
"aa" (e or a?) in aunt, launch. Mackintosh, 1797, gives Se 
before spirants and nasals (bvep, dmens, kwtef) and generally 
before r (sert, faer, fsers, lserdg), but a in arm and are;2 in 
augment, aunt, balm, qualm, vaunt he uses o; he ascribes a 

pronunciation with a to many words of French or Latin 

origin (clamor, claret, Paris, etc.), but I do not feel sure that 
this represents the New England practice of his day. Hale, 
1799, seems to have short ve before r (gserd, kserv, mrertf, 
paert, skserf), long Pe before spirants and nasals (eft, bem, 
besk, drseft, gent, hsef, tent, etc.). 

Early in our own century, however, a had established itself. 
Murray, to be sure, 1802 (2d Boston ed.), mentions no a: 
with him aunt, flaunt, gauntlet have ae. And Alden, 1813 
(6th ed.), does not recognize our vowel: his back and bark 
have respectively short and long se; draught, laugh have o. 
But Webster, in 1806, finds a place for "Italian a," and 
sharply criticizes Sheridan for "omitting" it; he says it is 

ILaunch, laundry, haunt, etc. 
This is the only instance of a in are that I have found before 1830. 

The word is regularly er or er in the 18th century. Franklin always 
writes it er. 
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used in such words as ask, dance, demand, father, psalm. 
Kirkham, N. Y., 1830 (20th ed.), has "Italian a" in bar, 

farther, but se in glass. Willard, 1840 (19th ed.), speaks of 

"long Italian a," as in aunt, calf, cart, gaunt. Clark, 1830, 
knows our a, and prescribes it in aunt, father, guard, heart, 
ma, pa. In the same year appeared Worcester's first dic- 

tionary, containing both a and the intermediate A, which 
latter sound he uses before spirants and nasals: he declares 
that "to pronounce the words fast, last, glass, grass, dance, 
etc., with the proper sound of short a, as in hat, has the 

appearance of affectation; and to pronounce them with the 
full Italian sound of a, as in part, father, seems to border 
on vulgarism." This compromise vowel, which was recom- 
mended also in England, does not seeIn to have been adopted, 
in actual speech, by any considerable number of Americans; 
it may be heard, however, on Cape Cod. Lowell, 1848, 
shows an extension of a to some words outside our class, such 
as handsome; and Holmes, 1857, condemns as vulgar such 

pronunciations as "sahtisfahctory," "a prahctical mahn." 
One may still hear, from elderly New England rustics, apl, 
hama, mato, pantri, satdi for apple, hammer, matter, pantry, 
Saturday. It seems likely that the present cultivated eastern 
New England usage was established between 1790 and 1800, 
although there were doubtless sporadic cases of our vowel 
before that. Whether the a was a native growth, or was 

imported from England, I cannot say. In vulgar Yankee 

speech the a may have developed, or been adopted, a little 
earlier, and it certainly spread with great rapidity, forcing its 

way into many words that have since cast it out. It was 

probably at the height of its popularity between 1830 and 
1850. At present it seems to be declining, both in urban 
and in rural speech. The vicissitudes of this vowel afford a 

striking refutation of the doctrine that a phonetic develop- 
ment cannot retrace its steps. 
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e, X, O, t. 

[Ai in bait, ea in beat, oa in boat, oo in boot.] 

These vowels were certainly monophthongs in the 18th 

century: 1, 6, fi were probably close; A was doubtless e in 

England until 1750 or thereabouts, and then gradually 
became e. With Franklin, e is still open: he describes it 
as a long e. In Mackintosh, 1797: e in scene is like French 
i; oa in boat is like French 6; u in rule is like French ou in 

roule; a in hate is like French e, but English ai and also 
a in -age, -are, -ation, -ave and in acre, april, bathe, cane, 
capable, range, same, tame, and many other words, are like 
French T. The change from e to e probably took place in 
New England during the last quarter of the century. 

All these vowels, unless they be followed by r, are now 

strongly diphthongal in southern England, and more or less 
so in America. The amount of breaking depends, with us, 
on the length of the vowel, and that is regulated by its posi- 
tion in the word or phrase. The extreme types, in New 

England, rarely go beyond e, fi, 6o, di, but e, 6 may some- 
times reach the stage 6i, 6i. When did this development 
take place? Smart, in 1810, identifies English 5 with 
French e, and French and German grammars of 1814, 1821, 
1823, and 1832, written for Englishmen, describe the ' long 
a" as French e or German eh or ee. Readers of Miss Edge- 
worth will remember that the Irish lady, in The Absentee, 
who tries to affect an English accent, substitutes i for her 
native r in such words as taste; this could hardly happen 
unless the sound imitated were e. I do not know when the 

breaking began in England. In America the first mention 
of it that I have been able to find is in Willard (19th edition 
in 1840); he is very explicit: " o begins with a sound, which 
is never heard alone, except in the New England pronuncia- 
tion of such words, as whole, home, stone, which they pronounce 
shorter than hole, comb, bone," and ends with A, "as in do;" 
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the a of cane begins with the e of men and ends with the e of 
me. He says nothing about t and f, but the diphthongal 
character of these sounds is not so easily recognizable. By 
1820, then, the development of 6, 6, and doubtless of all four 

vowels, was complete in New England. Follen, 1831, says 
that the German e is "nearly like a in fate, yet closer, and 
without the sound of an e which is slightly heard at the end 
of long a in English." 

In a great many words 6 is shortened and slightly advanced, 
in rustic New England speech, becoming 6. This vowel is 
used by educated New England speakers in about fifty common 
words and their derivatives, and it certainly prevails in the 
cultivated usage of this region in Polk, polka, whole, and 

probably in both, folks, Holmes, most, only, and some others. 
Franklin does not mention the sound; but Webster says in 
his Diss., 1789: "o is sometimes shortened in common par- 
lance, as in colt." Among Dearborn's "Improprieties," 1795, 
we find "hum." Hale, 1799, remarks: "the short sound of 
o is found in too few words to make a distinct class: they 
are home, none, stone, whole, and their compounds." Willard's 
observation concerning "the New England pronunciation of 
such words, as whole, home, stone" has already been quoted. 
Dearborn's "hum" is doubtless intended to represent hom, 
not hem, although u is actually used in Connecticut; I have 
never heard it elsewhere, and Lowell once told me he had 
never heard it. Similar, in a way, to short o is the short u 
in such words as hoof, proof, roof, room, soon. It goes back 
to the last century, but was probably regarded until recently 
as a vulgarism. Dearborn, 1795, gives "huff, ruff, spunfull" 
in his list of " Improprieties." 

When these vowels are followed by r, as in pare, peer, pore, 
poor, their fate is different: the vowels do not break, but an 
indistinct vowel-glide develops before the r. This glide will 
be discussed under r; it goes back certainly to Franklin's 
day, and probably much farther. The "long a," tnder these 

4 
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circumstances, retains either its old e or its older se sound; 
the pronunciations pear and psear exist side by side, se being 
perhaps the commoner in New England. They have both 
been in use during our whole period: Franklin notesfair as 

fer, there both as rsear and as fer. Hale, 1799, has before r 
a sound that is probably Fe. Cummings, 1822, gives se in 

layer, mayor, 6 (= e ?) in care, pair. Willard observes: "a 
in care, and a in carry, are exactly alike in everything, but 
the time that is spent in pronouncing them, as much alike as 
a dollar and a half-dollar." " Long e " is frequently lowered 
to i; and, although none of our informants mention it, we 
may be tolerably confident that a pronunciation piar has 
existed beside pior throughout our period. Similarly, pore 
may l)e either pqar or pQar. The southern English pro- 
nunciation poa has become very popular in the vicinity of 
New York and Boston; I have found no trace of it before 

1850, but it may have existed very much earlier as a vulgar- 
ism. Such words as for, short, where o precedes an r that is 
final or followed by a consonant, form a different class, and 
in them o has been o for a couple of centuries or longer; the 

exceptional cases, such as porch, pork, port, sport, in which 
the o is sounded 6, have, as far as I can discover, been pro- 
nounced substantially in the same way, in New England, 
during our whole period,' although nowadays, in the neighbor- 
hood of Boston, they share the fate of words like pore. "Long 
oo," like i and 6, may have either the close or the open pro- 
nunciation, puar or puar. In some dialects this u is further 
lowered to o, Q, and even o; in New England this practice 
exists only for a few words, such as sure and your, and is 
frowned upon everywhere but in Boston, where yoaz = yours 
is very common. It certainly goes back to 1795, when we 
find foQr for sure noted as an " impropriety." 

1 Dearborn, 1795, condemns "coard" for cord. Hale, 1799, has 6 infour, 
hoar, hoard, store, worn, and o (!) inforge, horse, snort. Willard has 6 in roar, 
etc., but, very curiously, o in board. 
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0 AND 0. 

[Au in caught, o in cot.] 

These two vowels, in England, are rounded, and are uttered 
with a tongue-position similar to that of o and Q, but lower. 
This was doubtless the American practice in the 18th century, 
although some speakers, while sounding the o of or as o, 
apparently gave to au and aw the value a. Nowadays Ameri- 
can a is nearly always unrounded, and is formed by drawing 
the tongue as far back and as low down as it will go; 
American o has generally become a retracted a, or a, but in 
Maine, and with many speakers in all eastern New England, 
it retains a little rounding. 

Franklin makes no distinction between the vowel of storm 
and that of awl; moreover, according to him, the a of ball 
and the o of folly differ only in quantity, both of them 

"requiring the mouth opened a little more [than for 6], or 
hollower." Mackintosh, 1797, identifies o in dot with French 
6; o in born is the same sound lengthened; but au in haul is 
like the French d, " nais plus long encore." Our other 
authors throw but little light on the subject: Ware, 1814, in 
his clumsy phonetic spelling, represents o by aw, o by au; 
Willard describes . as " the long German sound," o as short 
o. If this last description is to be trusted, o and o must have 
lost their lip-modification by 1820; but they evidently had 
not acquired their present character, for our o and o could 
never have been regarded by a careful observer, like Willard, 
as the long and short of the same sound. It is possible that 
our unrounded o is the descendent of Mackintosh's a = au, 
aw, which has attracted and swallowed up the original rounded 
o = o(r); in Franklin's pronunciation, on the other hand, o 
had apparently absorbed A. 

In very many cases there is in America a difference of 

usage between o and o. The doubtful words may be classified 
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as follows: those containing a or au before 1 + consonant;' 
those containing o (or, after w or u, an a) before a voiceless 

spirant,2 a voiced spirant,3 a nasal,4 a voiced stop,5 an 1 or 
an r.6 All these words commonly have o in England. In 
America those of the first class have o almost universally, 
although o is sometimes heard in New England; those of the 
third and sixth classes, and most of those of the fourth and 
fifth, have o in New England, but long, etc., dog, gone, want, 
and a few others are usually pronounced with o; those of the 
second class have both sounds in New England (o predomi- 
nating), and almost always o everywhere else. This confusion 
has probably lasted through our whole period, but I find 
nowhere any mention of the third and fifth classes, nor any 
recognition of the sixth except solv (Perry): in these the 
o was doubtless regarded as vulgar. Perry prescribes o in 

cloth, cross, loft, moth, of, etc., and also in solve. Mackintosh, 
1797, gives the sound o to the a of salt. Hale, 1799, has o 
in cost, dross, frost, froth, moth, scald, soft, tongs, o in fault,7 
gone, halt, malt, swan, vault,7 wand, wash. It seems likely 
that o has gained a little, in the last hundred years, in culti- 
vated New England pronunciation. 

E AND V. 

[U in hurt, u in hut.] 

These two vowels, i and v, are now generally distinguished, 
although both of them are differently pronounced in various 
localities. In central New York and southern New Jersey 
they are said to be regularly identical, both being sounded s; 
this may be the case in some other regions; it is also the 
Irish pronunciation. On the other hand, the substitution of 
i for 1 before r + vowel, as in courage, hurry, is very common 

'Also, alter, fault, scald, etc. 4Long, on, romp, etc. 
'Cloth, lost, often, wash, etc. SDog, God, squab, etc. 
3Bother, novel, rosin, was, etc. 6Doll, horrid, quarrel, swallow, etc. 
7 The earlier 18th century pronunciation was fot, vat. 
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in the West and South. The vowel u in England and in 
Maine is formed nearly as far back in the mouth as 6; in the 

greater part of the United States it is less retracted, and in 
the South it has a decidedly " mixed " quality. The English 
e is unrounded, and is described by Sweet as " low-mixed ;" 
the American sound is very often slightly rounded, and 

requires the tongue a little higher than the English variety. 
By the middle of the 18th century "short u" had probably 

been unrounded and lowered into v, and it has not materially 
changed since then, except before r final or + consonant. 
Here, also, in the neighborhood of 1750, u (and o in word, etc.) 
had the sound e; while e and i vacillated between v and e. 
In the second half of the century popular usage tended to 
level all these groups to rr, and good speakers were divided 
between this practice and an effort to keep the value er, or 

something approaching it, for at least a part of the words 
with er, ir. Sheridan, 1780, seems to follow no method in 
this matter: he has e, for instance, in firm, herb, pearl, stern, 
e in fir, first, her, stir. Walker, 1791, says that er, ir + con- 
sonant have "the sound of short u exactly," except in birth, 
firm, girl, girt, girth, mirth, skirt, whirl; er, ir at the end of a 

syllable (and in the words just mentioned) "approach the 
sound of short u;" many people "corruptly " give the sound 
u to er, ir, ur indiscriminately. We should like to know more 
of the nature of the vowel resembling u-a sound obscurely 
described by several authors long before our period: was it a 
stressed 9, or was it already the American type of e? Some 
kind of e was in regular use in 1810, when Smart wrote his 
Practical Grammar of English Pronunciation: ur, he says, 
"has an open1 which corresponds with the shut1 sound," 

. . ; " this open sound is never heard on any other occa- 
sion;" er, ir, he adds, are usually pronounced like ur, " but 
with polite speakers, we hear a deviation from the latter 

pronunciation," approaching er. The foreign grammars of 

1 With Smart, "open" means close, and " 
shut," open. 
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English that I have been able to examine, down to 1832, 
make no distinction between C and 6; Gratte, Cours de Langue 
anglaise, Brussels, 1814, for instance, says that i in birch, 
bird, fir, third, etc., is "comme o ouvert," which is also his 
definition of " short u." Ollendorff, in 1839, defines German 
6 as English i in bird. We may safely infer that 6 was 

developed and came into general use in England between 
1780 and 1810; 1 but whether it grew out of ur, or out of er, 
or, as is far more likely, out of a compromise between nr and 
er, we cannot be sure. 

When did 6 first appear in America? Franklin does not 
distinguish it from u; both ur and er, ir he sounds ur. The 
Gr. Inst., 1784, tells us that "the proper sound of e and i 
before r " is "short e, nearly," a vowel different from e and 
from u, as in birth, earth,firm, person; but u is heard in bird, 
fir, her. Perry, 1785, defines er, ir, ur as sr, without excep- 
tions. Ash, 1785, has t in bird, third. In the Diss., 1789, 
Webster informs us that "marcy," etc., is common in the 

vulgar dialect of New England (and "clark, sargeant" in 
cultivated speech), while "murcy" is an error of " fine 

speakers," the correct form being mersi. Fraser, 1794, 
recommends i for i before r final or + consonant, but cites 
numerous exceptions. Mackintosh, 1797, says that the French 
e of je is used in but, cur, fir, her, under; he gives no excep- 
tions. Hale, 1799, prefers i in whirl. Murray, 1802, gives 
us C in first and flirt. The Companion, 1805, makes no dis- 
tinction between fir and fur. Alden, 1813, has C in birch, 

'A sound resembling i, probably accented a, must have existed in the 
dialect of some speakers at a much earlier date. Bolling (cited by Holt- 
hansen in his Englische Aussprache), a Norwegian, whose Fuldkommen 

Engelske Grammatica was published in Copenhagen in 1678, says thatfirst, 
thirst have Danish 0, while church, nurse have u. Sterpin, a Frenchman 

living in Denmark, brought out, about 1665 or 1670, a French-English- 
Danish grammar called Institutiones glotticce, in which ir is said to be 

equivalent to Danish 0r: see Holthausen in the Archivfur das Studium der 
neueren Sprachen u. Lit., xcIx, 3-4. See also Sweet, History of English 
Sounds, pp. 264-5. 
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bird, dirt, first, flirt, shirt, sir, stir, third, thirst, e in chirp, 
dirge, firkin,firm, gird, girl, girt, mirth, skirmish, skirt, smirk, 
stirp, twirl, virge, virgin, virtue, whirl. Ware, 1814, in his 

popular pronunciation, always has ur (" burd," "purfec," 
"survant," "vurtoo"), except in earth, which is "arth." 
Willard affirms that "e before r in serve, sermon, serpent, and 
the like, is to have the same kind of sound, which it has in 

berry, but it is to be nearly twice as long ....;" "it is not 
to be pronounced like u in surly, nor like a in Sardis, nor 
like at in care; " ur in burst, on the other hand, has long a, 
or, as he tells us, a vowel of the same quality as that of bur, 
burrow, dove, worry. In Worcester, 1830, we find 6 recog- 
nized as a vowel distinct from all others, and as the regular 
pronunciation of er, ir, ur. Turning to the German grammars, 
we find in Follen, 1831, that 6 has " no correspondent sound 
in English;" while Fosdick, 1838, regards " nearly as the 

English u in ftr." Monteith, 1844, says: "o is pronounced 
like the French eu. The inflection given by a native of 
London to ir, in such words as birth, mirth, is a still more 
correct pronunciation of the 6." We may gather from all 
this testimony that a sound approaching 6 was sometimes 
used by 1784, but that sr (and, in artificial speech, er) pre- 
vailed until the neighborhood of 1820; that 6 was fully 
developed and much employed by 1830, but that it could 
still appear a foreign sound in New England in 1844. In 

America, as in England, it seems likely that 6r first belonged 
to the er, ir words, and was the result of a conscious or 
unconscious compromise between ur and er. 

U AND YU. 

[Oo in food, eu in feud.] 

The pronunciation of "long u" has long been a source of 
trouble to orthoepists. At present, in New England, the 
soun(l is: yf at the beginning of a word or after h (in this 

1 Use, hue, etc. 
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latter case the y is often unvoiced); ya (rustic i'd) after b, f, 
g, k, m, I, v;1 regularly fi (but sometimes, especially in the 

country, i') after 1, r, s, f, y, z, ;2 fi or i'f (about equally 
common) after d, n, t, p.3 

Franklin probably pronounced i'f in the first two cases, fi 
in the last two: we find in his texts fif, nfi, rll, tru. Webster, 
Diss., had a different pronunciation: according to him, "long 
u" always had the same sound, which was neither i nor a 

diphthong, but "a separate vowel, which has no affinity to 

any other sound in the language," and is best pronounced by 
countrymen and children; in new, he says, no e is heard, 
except in Virginia, where they affect to say "ne-oo, fe-oo." 
In Webster's Connecticut pronunciation, apparently, some- 

thing resembling the old ii still remained, perhaps a "high- 
mixed" vowel. This sound, though doubtless foreign to 
Franklin's Boston pronunciation, was probably common in 
rural New England, and must have been an important factor 
in the later confilsion of fi and i't in rustic speech. Some of 
the English country dialects point to a similar preservation 
of a "high-mixed " vowel. Perry calls for "long u" (does 
he mean fi' or ii?) in June, luce, prune, ruse, spruce, strew, 
sure, truce, truth, yew, and condemns fi in absolute, presume, 
true. Walker, on the other hand, advocates the three treat- 
ments of "long u" represented by tyfin, fitafr, rfid, for which 
he is roundly abused by Webster in 1806. 

There is no doubt that the counsels of Perry and Webster 
were misunderstood by later orthoepists, and led to an intro- 
duction of yf or i'f, in polite speech, after dentals, and to 
heroic attempts to pronounce one of these groups after all 
consonants. The ensuing confilsion probably did much to 
mix up fi and fi' in the rural dialect. This mixing we see 

already in Ware's representation of Vermont speech in 1814: 
"tu "- two, "trooth," "hooman," "redoosing," "obskoor," 

'Beauty, few, Gulick, cue, muse, pew, view, etc. 
2Lure, rheum, sue, sure, yew, resume, juice, etc. 

3Due, new, tune, thews, etc. 
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"noomerator," "dootee," "dispooted," "constitooshun," "du" 
do. Hawes, 1824, gives as words pronounced alike rood 

and rude, room and rheum. The Biglow Papers are full of 
instances. Willard says of eu, ew, ue: "these diphthongs, 
when they follow r, Mr. Walker pronounces like o in do, as 
in brew, true, etc. In most other cases, they have the natural 
sound of u [i. e. fit], as blue, blew." He criticizes the pro- 
nunciation "juty, chune, multichude," which, he says, "is 
affected by some persons, who pretend to follow Mr. Walker." 

D:;tti, t'fin, etc., which are mentioned by Webster, 1789, as 
common but undesirable pronunciations, are no longer used 
here, except by the Irish. The confusion between fi and if 
was probably at its height about 1820; the present tendency 
seems to be to revert to Franklin's practice. 

When " long u" follows the principal or secondary accent, 
it is, of course, shortened to yu or u, and frequently obscured 
to ya or a. After n, as in continue, the suppression of the 
y is now vulgar. Otherwise this "fi" is treated like the 
accented one, unless it be preceded by t, d, s, or z: in this 
case the consonant combines with the first element of the "i," 
and ti, di, su, zu become tfa, dga,f, a,. This pronunciation 
is practically universal among good speakers, in spite of the 
efforts of modern orthoepists to force upon the public such 
combinations as netyur, verdyur, isyfi, plezyur; in the country, 
however, a different treatment of tu, diu is to be found, namely, 
the omission of the y, and the development ta, da. These last 
two groups are probably the only ones whose pronunciation 
has changed during our period. But for these two the de- 

velopments ta, da (or tii, dii) and tfa, da; existed side by side 
in the 18th century, and in New England the former certainly 
prevailed. Franklin said nsetaral. Webster, 1789, declares 
that nttiir, verdiir (or netar, vurdar ?) is the only good usage. 
Thomas, 1785, says century is pronounced like sentry. Perry, 
1785, condemns both nAtar and natfir (as well as fiprim). 
The Y. L. G. Sp. B. has: captor = capture, coulter = culture, 
"feter" (defined as "a bad smell ") =feature, jester = gesture. 
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Murray, 1802, favors dyu in verdure. Nator, etc., probably 
became vulgar early in this century. 

Ware's Vermont forms, 1814, show the same confusion 
for unaccented as for accented ufi :" " vallooing," " vurtu," 
"figyur," " misfourtins," " unokkoopiid," " kreetyoor," "abso- 
loot," "kontinoos," "naychoor," "nayter," "nacher," "sitooa- 
shun," "kontribbited." The forms without y prevail in the 

Biglow Papers. Cummings, 1822, gives as identical captor 
and capture, valley and value. Kirkham, 1830, tells us that 
d is to be sounded "j" in educate, grandeur, verdure. Willard 

says: "tu, in 'the syllable following the accent, has a sound 

resembling that of chu, as in nature, virtuous;" the d in 

assiduous, he remarks elsewhere, has " very nearly the sound 
of j." 

THE SHORT VOWELS. 

[2E, e, a, i, u: a, e, a, i, oo in fat, fet, sofa, fit, foot.] 

The short v, as in hut, and o, as in hot, llave already been 
discussed. There remain se, e, a, i, u, which have probably 
not changed in sound during the epoch we are studying. 
Early in the 18th century, "short a" was perhaps A, but it 
must have become ae before Franklin's time. Mackintosh, 
1797, informs us that a in arc (" short a") is like French 4, 
that e in bed is equivalent to French 8, that the vowel in bit 
is "plus brave et plus gutturale que l' Fran9ois le plus bref," 
and that u in pull is the same thing as French ou in poule; 
he does not speak of a. Franklin confuses a both with e and 
with i. We have no specific mention of this sound until we 
reach Willard, who says it is identical with u. 

The rustic use of e for i, so common in Lowell, can be 
traced back to the 18th century: Dearborn, 1795, criticizes 
"sense " for since and "sperrit" for spirit; Hale, 1799, has 
"ben" for been; in Ware, 1814, we find "entu" for into; 
Cummings, 1822, mentions without condemnation "desk " 
for disc, "set" for sit. Lowell's use of e for -, in words like 

brush, such, is exemplified in Webster, who says that " shet" 
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for shut "is now becoming vulgar,'" and condemns "sich" 
for such; in our century it has existed only as a dialect 

pronunciation, and it seems now to be disappearing. The 
substitution of e for se in certain words, now a characteristic 
of rustic speech, we find in Franklin, who said hez for has; 
The Y. L. G. Sp. B. has ketf for catch; Ware has " hev " and 
" hed;" Lowell furnishes numerous examples. According to 

Webster, Diss., quadrant, qualify, quality, quandary, quantity, 
shall are pronounced both with se and with o; he prefers ae. 
Webster tells us also that such words as drop, oft, soft are 
often spoken with se among the descendants of Scotch and 
Irish. In a few words, such as friend, get, yes, yesterday, the 
e (or ie) was usually sounded i in the 18th century: Franklin 
said frind and git; Mackintosh has blis for bless; in the 19th 

century this practice ceased to be fashionable, but git still 

lingers among the uncultured, and i for e is a regular feature 
of the Irish brogue. 

THE DIPHTHONGS. 

[Ai, oi, aul: y, oy, ough in by, boy, bough.] 

"Long i," in New England, is now generally sounded ai, 
less frequently ei or sei. Franklin pronounced it ui, as in 

feinz = shines, uiar = either. Webster, 1789, defines it as 
ai, and condemns a fashionable pronunciation "keind, skey 
gueide," meaning kyseind, skysei, gyseid, forms that flourished 

through the first quarter of our century, and have not yet 
entirely gone out of use. Mackintosh, 1797, says i in ice is 
like French ai. Clark, 1830, tells us that mine is equivalent 
to ma in in the sentence " is ma in ? " Willard, on the other 
hand, has vi, the vowel of bur + that of me. 

The usual pronunciation of oi is now oi. This is also 
the sound given to it by Webster, 1789, and Perry, 1785. 
Mackintosh, 1797, says that the oi of point is like French oi 
in pointe-probably an erroneous statement. Ware, 1814, 
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represents oi as " aw-i: " joys - "jawis." Willard describes 
it as made up of the vowel of north + that of pin. 

The confusion of ai and oi, which has now become very 
vulgar, was extremely prevalent throughout the 18th century. 
Fraser, 1794, contains this couplet: 

"The sound of o i custom reconciles 
With that of i spoke long; as, witness toils." 

All lists of words pronounced alike contained such pairs as 
bile boil, engine enjoin, file foil, pint point, tile toil. These we 
find, without condemnation, as late as 1822. Dearborn, 1795, 
on the other hand, mentions "bile" and " brile" as "impro- 
prieties," and Willard calls "ile, pint, line," for oil, point, 
loin, "very old-fashioned." 

The diphthong ou was " ou" (probably Qu) in the speech 
of Franklin and of Webster. From the Diss., 1789, we 
learn that ou, especially after p and c, is often improperly 
sounded "iou," as "kiow," "piower;" but ground, round, 
etc., are pronounced "with tolerable propriety" by " the most 
awkward countryman." Mackintosh, 1797, analyzes ou as 
French aou, which may indicate aeu, but more probably 
stands for au. Willard defines it as ou, and remarks: "many 
persons give to the o in this diphthong the Italian sound of a 
in car: and what is unspeakably worse, many others give it 
a flat sound, as in care." He adds careful directions for the 

pronunciation of cow. Lowell shows regularly the form yaeu 
or aeu, which has become a striking feature of our rural dia- 
lect. The urban pronunciation is now au. 

H. 

The suppression of initial h followed by an accented vowel, 
a vulgarism that has flourished for some time in England, 
perhaps existed here toward the end of the 18th century. 
Franklin has no trace of it, and I do not find it mentioned in 
Webster. Perry, 1785, says that the h in hewer, human, etc., 
" sounds as if it began with a y; " does this mean that the h 
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is silent? The Y. L. G. Sp. B. gives as words pronounced 
alike: alter halter, am ham, and hand, arbor harbor, ark 
hark, arm harm. Murray, 1802, says: "From the faintness 
of the sound of this letter, in many words, and its total 
absence in others, added to the negligence of tutors, and the 
inattention of pupils, it has happened, that many persons 
have become almost incapable of acquiring its just and full 
pronunciation." It is very likely, however, that this was 
written with reference rather to English than to American 
usage; and the list of homophones just quoted may have 
been copied from an English book. The practice certainly 
never took root in America; there is no evidence of it in 
Lowell. 

NG. 

In the 18th century, both in England and in America, 
final unaccented -ing was currently pronounced -in. Frank- 
lin, however, has -ig, and the American authorities do not 
countenance -in, being stricter in this respect than the Eng- 
lish. Dearborn, 1795, classes it among his " Improprieties." 
Murray, 1802, says: " The participial ing must always have 
its ringing sound; as, writing, reading, speaking. Some 
writers have supposed that when ing is preceded by ing, it 
should be pronounced in; as, singing, bringing should be 
sounded singin, bringin: but as it is a good rule, with respect 
to pronunciation, to adhere to the written words, unless 
custom has clearly decided otherwise, it does not seem proper 
to adopt this innovation." In Lowell, -in is regular, and 
this is still the rustic and the vulgar urban usage; among 
cultivated people it has become rarer and rarer, although it 
is still occasionally heard from educated speakers. 

In the reaction against -in, the sound g was substituted, by 
the ignorant, for the n of final unaccented -in, as in curtain, 
fointain, mountain. This pronunciation, which is still alive 
in many rural dialects, goes back at least to the latter part of 
the 18th century. Dearborn, 1795, includes in his "Impro- 
prieties: " "brethering," "linning," "sarting," "sovering." 
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R. 

At present, with most speakers in eastern New England, 
r is sounded as a consonant only before a vowel; before a 

consonant, or at the end of a phrase, it is either silent or 

pronounced as a vowel; in the speech of old-fashioned rustics 
it is sometimes omitted even before a vowel, as in bei = bury, 
fam =from, wei = worry. But in most of Connecticut and 

Vermont, and in Massachusetts west of the Connecticut River, 
r', with the majority of speakers, always has its consonantal 
value, although of course it is never trilled. This is the 

practice in the rest of the North and the West, while the 
South agrees with eastern New England. The r-country 
seems to be increasing rather than diminishing; and even in 
the r-less region, especially in cities, consonant r is probably 
gaining ground, partly through school training and partly 
through Irish influence. 

In southern England the usage is almost identical with 
that of eastern New England and our South; in northern 

England r has been better preserved, although the r of that 

region is not so strong as the usual American type. The loss 
of consonant r, both in England and in America, probably 
took place, in the main, during the latter part of the 18th 
and the first years of the 19th century. Sheridan's dictionary, 
1780, and Smith's Attempt to Render the Pronunciation of the 

English Language easy to Foreigners, London, 1795, admit for 
r only one sound, doubtless meaning the tip-trill. Noehden's 
German Grammar, however, in 1800, informs us that r "is 

deprived of much of its force and shrillness by the English 
mode of pronunciation . . .;" "in English the sound is 

particularly slight at the end." 
Meanwhile Walker, 1791, distinguishes two kinds of r:l 

"the rough r is formed by jarring the tip of the tongue 
Ben Jonson's English Grammar, 1640, says that r is "sounded firme in 

the beginning of the words, and more liquid in the middle, and ends "-a 
statement that lends itself to various interpretations. It indicates, at any 
rate, a difference in the sound of r according to its position. 
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against the roof of the mouth near the fore teeth: the smooth 
r is a vibration of the lower part of the tongue, near the root, 
against the inward region of the palate, near the entrance of 
the throat;" the first is to be used before vowels, the second 
under all other conditions; but "in England, and particu- 
larly in London, the r in lard, bard, card, regard, etc., is 

pronounced so much in the throat as to be little more than 
the middle or Italian a, lengthened into laad, baad, caad, 
regaad." This statement, if it be at all correct, teaches us 
three interesting things: in the first place, r before a vowel 
was still sounded, in 1790, as a tip-trill; secondly, r before a 
consonant (and r final ?) had already been reduced, in London 
and elsewhere, to a vowel glide; thirdly, in the speech of 

many Englishmen, r final or + consonant was a sort of velar 

spirant, possibly a trill. In some regions a " burred " r still 

persists, having crowded out the lingual roll;1 while in other 
dialects a weak open velar consonant, a kind of unrounded 

w, takes the place of " rough r," the "smooth" variety being 
completely lost or vocalized.2 With most speakers, however, 
r not followed by a vowel first developed into our modern 
unrolled type, which then supplanted the "rough r" before 
vowels, at the same time weakening into an a when no vowel 
followed. 

This development is indicated by Smart, in his Grammar 

of English Pronunciation, London, 1810. The "rough r" 
he defines as a trill of the tongue-point against the gums; tle 
"smooth r is produced by curling back the tongue till its tip 
almost points toward the throat, while its sides lean against 
the gums of the upper side teeth and leave a passage in the 
middle for the voice"-an excellent description of the modern 
consonant r. " Rough r," he says, is to be used before vowels, 
"smooth r " under all other circumstances. This consonant, 
he adds, "is more frequently the cause of a defect in pronun- 

' See Sweet's Primer of Phonetics, Oxford, 1890, { 211. 
'I have noted this pronunciation in nearly all the Oxford men I have 

met. It is occasionally heard in America. 
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ciation than any other." In London, he continues, "smooth 
r" is often substituted for "rough," and a vowel sound for 
the "smooth; " the Irish, on the other hand, use the "rough" 
for the "smooth;" some persons can pronounce no r, others 
have a guttural "burr." 

Just when the "rough r" was discontinued in England, 
and the London substitution of a vowel glide for "smooth r" 
ceased to be a local peculiarity, I cannot tell. The actual fall 
of r before a consonant, in many cases, must have begun long 
before Walker's time. It doubtless disappeared first before 
s and f: in harsh its fall dates back to Middle Engllsh, in 
marsh at least to the 17th century. In many other words it 
must have vanished before s, in the vulgar speech of England 
and America, before ur became er and before er became ar- 
that is, probably, before 1780: witness burst =- bst, curse = 

kSs, first = fust, nurse = nus, purse = pus, worse = wss, and 
arse = ses, dar'st - dses, scarce = skes. 

Let us now trace the history of r in New England. 
Franklin's r is made with "the tip of the tongue a little 
loose or separate from the roof of the mouth, and vibrat- 

ing;" the word there he writes both "Sr and mseer, the latter 
form indicating the development of a glide before the r. 
Perry observes: " If r be preceded by a vowel, and followed 

by e in the same syllable, in spite of every effort to the con- 

trary, there will appear two distinct sounds in that pretended 
syllable, as in Hare, sere, dire, etc." Webster says in the Gr. 
Inst., 1784, that r "always has the same sound, as in barrel, 
and is never silent;" higher and hire he pronounces alike. 
In the Diss., 1789, he remarks: "Some of the southern 

people, particularly in Virginia, almost omit the sound of r, 
as in ware, there. In the best English pronunciation the 
sound of r is much softer than in some of the neighboring 
languages, particularly the Irish and Spanish." In the Am. 

Sp. B., 1794, he repeats the statement that "r has only one 
sound, as in barrel." Bingham, 1794, cites as a vulgarism 
" voff" for wharf. In the Y. L. G. Sp. B. we find among 
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the pairs of words "similar in sound:" bust burst, calk cork, 
dust durst, father farther, fust first. Dearborn's list of " Im- 

proprieties," 1795, contains: "dazzent," "gal," "kose"= 
coarse, "skase" scarce, and also " feller," "lor," "sor," 
"taters," "widder," "winder," showing the addition of r, 
now very prevalent in eastern New England after a, a, o, 
especially when the next word begins with a vowel. Hale, 
however, in 1799, tells us that r "is formed by turning up 
and quickly vibrating the end of the tongue in the middle 
of the mouth." 

Passing to our own century, we find Murray, 1802, follow- 
ing Walker: "r has a rough sound; as in Rome, river, rage: 
and a smooth one; as in bard, card, regard." "Re, at the 
end of many words," he adds, "is pronounced like a weak 
er; as in theatre, sepulcre, massacre." In Ware, 1814, occur 
the forms "galz," "konfeeld." Cummings, 1822, includes 

among his homophones: alms arms, bust burst, calk cork, dust 
durst, father farther, fuzz furze, pillow pillar. Hawes, 1824, 
repeats Webster's statement with a significant modification: 
" r has one sound only, with little variation, as in barrel, and 
is never silent." According to him, dire, hire, lore, lyre are 
pronounced like dier, higher, lower, liar. Kirkham, 1830, 
copies Murray. Willard is more independent: "R is never 
silent. In the beginning of a word, and when it comes 
between two vowels, as in rag or very, it has a great deal of 
sound; but when it comes before a consonant, as in harm or 
bird, it has very little sound. After several vowels, however, 
it is heard almost as a distinct syllable, thus hire, more, and 
the like are necessarily pronounced like higher, mower, while 
feared, corn, etc., differ little in pronunciation from fe-ud and 
caw-un." " The long common sound of i, o, and u," he says 
elsewhere, meaning e, "is often pronounced short, so as to 
make first appear like fust, worth like wuth, and burst like 
bust. This is very improper." According to Lowell, "the 
genuine Yankee never gives the rough sound to r when he 
can help it, and often displays considerable ingenuity in avoid- 

5 
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ing it even before a vowel." From his spellings ("ap'il," 
"f'om," "fust," "the winta of"), and from the actual prac- 
tice of his generation, it seems tolerably clear that the "rough 
sound " meant to Lowell merely the unrolled consonant r, the 
trill being unknown to him as an element of English speech. 
Some of the 19th century orthoepists who copied Walker or 
Smart may have used "rough" in the same sense. 

Can we draw any conclusions from this testimony? In 
the first place, we can, I think, safely assume that from the 

beginning of our period an r final or + consonant, when pro- 
nounced with a consonantal value, has been preceded by an 
indistinct glide, which, however, is hardly noticeable after 
the low and "mixed" vowels, a, v, se, e, o, and o; this glide 
was probably short and weak as long as the r was trilled, but 
became conspicuous as soon as the rolling ceased, and in 
modern New England speech has taken the place of the r. 
We may infer, moreover, that in Franklin's day r was trilled 
under all circumstances; that Webster always pronounced it 
as a consonant, but perhaps without vibration, although the 
rolled r remained in use in some regions until the end of 
the century; that the modern practice was established at 
least as early as 1820. There is no trace of velar r, nor 
of the peculiar New York i. In the vulgar dialect (and 
doubtless sporadically in cultivated usage) r was frequently 
vocalized or lost before consonants in the latter part of the 
18th century; this weakening of r final or + consonant 

probably became universal in the rustic speech, and was 
extended to many cases of r + vowel, during the first ten or 

twenty years of our century. 

V AND W. 

Webster wrote, in 1789: "The pronunciation of w for v is 
a prevailing practice in England and America; it is particu- 
larly prevalent in Boston and Philadelphia. ... Many 
people say weal, wessel for veal, vessel." He adds that this 

pronunciation is not heard in Connecticut, his native state. 
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We have abundant evidence that the substitution of w for 
v (and, in a misdirected effort at correctness, of v for w) was 

very general in England in the second half of the 18th 

century, and was not necessarily a sign of illiteracy. In the 
first half of our century this practice came to be regarded as 
a Cockney vulgarism, and it has now almost disappeared. 

In America I find no traces of its existence except in 
Atlantic seaport towns, whither it was doubtless imported 
from the mother country. Bingham's Young Lady's Acci- 

dence, Boston, 1794, contains, in a list of incorrect sentences: 
"I cotch a werry bad cold" and "The wessel lays at the 
voff." This pronunciation must have died out in Boston 

early in our century. In New York, judging from dialect 
stories, it lingered in the slums as late as the sixties. In 

Philadelphia it could still be occasionally heard, about 1850, 
from elderly and not necessarily ill-educated people. 

W AND WH. 

In the 18th century most speakers, both cultured and 

ignorant, used w for hw, and this practice still prevails in 
southern England. However, the pronunciation hw (or voice- 
less w) either was kept alive by some purists, or was resusci- 
tated (in America, at least) about the time of the Revolution. 

Perry, 1785 (Edinburgh, 1777), says that h is silent in wharf, 
but not in which. Thomas, 1785, tells us that weal and wheel, 
wet and whet, wight and white, witch and which are "nearly 
alike in sound." "Voff" and "wether" (- whether) are given 
as vulgarisms in 1794 and 1814. Cummings, 1822, puts 
into a list of homophones wet and whet, wight and white, witch 
and which. Lowell, in 1848, declares that the Yankee "omits 

altogether" the " h in such words as while, when, where." 
This practice has almost died out in New England, even 

among the uneducated. It is still to be found, however, in 
Salem and Gloucester. In the words whoa! and why! the 
use of w for hw is common everywhere, and waof for wharf 
is usual in seaport towns. 
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ACCENT. 

One of the striking differences between American and Eng- 
lish pronunciation is due to our development (or the English 
loss) of a secondary accent in such words as difficulty, necessary, 
where the main stress is on the fourth syllable from the end. 
It is interesting to read in the Gr. Inst., 1784: "It is a 

general rule that every third syllable has some degree of 
accent. . . . When the full accent is on the first syllable, 
there is generally a half accent on the third." In the Diss. 
he mentions also the New England drawl. 

I quote the following passage from Murray, 1802: "There 
is scarcely anything which more distinguishes a person of a 

poor education from a person of a good one, than the pro- 
nunciation of the unaccented vowels. When vowels are under 
the accent, the best speakers and the lowest of the people, with 

very few exceptions, pronounce them in the same manner; 
but the unaccented vowels in the mouths of the former, have 
a distinct, open, and specifick sound, while the latter often 

totally sink them or change them into some other sound." 

INFLUENCE OF SPELLING. 

The printed form of words has long had, both in England 
and here, a powerful influence on their development. That 
influence seems, at the present day, to be considerably stronger 
in America than in the old country. Webster complained of 
it in 1789. He cites as instances kuld, wuld, pirt, n8taiv in 
the Eastern States, and in the Middle States " prejudice" and 

"practise." Pirt is still to be heard in the country. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

The following pronunciations, noted between 1788 and 

1814, perhaps deserve special mention:- 

again: Alden, agen; so always in the 18th century. 
beard: Diss. approve bArd, condemn bird. 
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because: Diss. say bikkz is frequent in N. E. 
chaise: Diss. condemn e. 
china: Alden, tfena. 
chorister: Alden, kwiristar; common in English manuals. 
clerk: Alden, klserk. 
clothes: Alden and Y. L. G. Sp. B., kl6z. 
colonel: Perry, Mackintosh, Alden, kurnal. 
deaf: according to Diss., the English say def, the Americans 

usually dif. 
deceit (conceit, receipt): in N. E., according to Diss., the 

accented vowel is 6, in the Middle and Southern States 
and in England, t. 

door (floor): Y. L. G. Sp. B., f. 
either (neither): Diss., ai only in N. E., in Middle and 

Southern States and in England, 1; Murray, t. 

European: Diss. approve accent on the o, but say that the 
modern fashion is to stress the e. 

ewe: Diss., yi in America, y6 in England. 
fierce (pierce, tierce): Diss., e in England, f in Middle and 

Southern States. 
heard: Diss., American pronunciation is htrd, but since the 

Revolution fashionable people imitate the English 
herd or hurd. 

immediate (comedian, commodious, tragedian): Diss., d, for 
di is common in good society, but not to be recom- 
mended. 

keg: Alden, kseg. 
leap: Diss., lip in America, lep in England. 
leeward : Alden, li1oard. 

oblige: Diss., ai and I equally good. 
once (twice): Diss., in Middle States wunst, twaist, these pro- 

nunciations being common among well educated people 
in Philadelphia and Baltimore. 

quay: Alden, ke. 

quote: Y. L. G. Sp. B., k6t. 
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raisin: Diss., rizn very popular in two or three principal 
towns in America; often recommended in text-books. 

Rome: Diss., 6 and fi both in good use. 
sacrifice: Diss., in America 6 in first syllable. 
salad (ballad): Perry, d t; common in English manuals. 
schedule: Murray, sch = s. 
sewer: Alden, f6ar. 
sigh: Perry, saiS; condemned by Dearborn. 

tempt (empty): Murray, p silent. 
to: Franklin, t6; cf. Lowell, also Dickens in Martin Chuz- 

zlewit. 

tyranny: Diss., in America ai in first syllable. 
vat (veneer): Alden, v = f. 
wound: Diss., in England Ai, in America generally QU. 
wrath: Diss., in America nearly always se. 

yellow: Alden, se. 
zealous: Diss., zilhs in America. 

In Dearborn's Columbian Grammar, Boston, 1795, is a list 
of "Improprieties," some of which are quoted below:- 

acrost 
artur - after 

bamby = by and by 
batchelder 

bekays = because 
cheer = chair 

chimbley 
clostest - closest 
cornder - corner 
cotch = caught 
crap-- crop 
disjest = digest 
drap = drop 
dreen = drain 
drownded 

furder 

gin = given 
ginerally 
hankicher 
hearn = heard 
hizzen - his 
housen =houses 
keer - care 
keerds - cards 
kivver - cover 
larnin 
lemme = let me 
mild = mile 
neest = nest 
nunder = under 
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ourn 
outdacious 

pardener = partner 
parson = person 
quoin'd = coined 
reasons = raisins 
riz = risen 
rozom = rosin 

scythe = sigh 
seck = sex 
seed = saw 
shear = share 

shot, shet = shut 

sildom 
sitch 
sot 

sparrowgrass 
speek = spike 
study = steady 
theirn 
townd = town 
want = was not 
war = were 

watermilyon 
week = wick 
yourn. 

THE BIGLOW DIALECT. 

In the introduction to the First Series of the Biglow Papers, 
Lowell gives the opening speech of Richard III in the rustic 
New England pronunciation, as well as he could reproduce it 
inlthe ordinary characters. Here it is in phonetic spelling:- 

Nieu iz 6a winta av eua diskantent 
med g16rias siima ba 1is snn a Yok, 
ien al '6 khoeudz -bat Ikeuad apen ceuo hieus 
in '6a dip buzam a 'i Ofin berid; 
nmeu ea ieua brieuz bieund i6 vikt6rias rV0z; 
ieua brYftzid amz htu up fa monimans; 
ieua stan alaramz tfiend;d ta meri mltinz, 
ieua drefi matfiz ta dalaitfi m6a;z. 
Grim-vizid;d wa hep smY-Od hiz riBkld frimnt, 
Pen moeu, instid a mieuntin beabid stldz 
ta frait 'a s6lz a f6fl edvoseriz, 
hi kOpoz nimli in a l6diz tfeemba, 
ta '6a lasivias plizin ov a IAt. 

C. H. GRANDGENT. 
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